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The overall classification of this briefing is: UNCLASSIFIED
JFHQ-DODIN is one of three operational level headquarters in the full spectrum of cyberspace operations.
Joint Framework

Strategic
• Set Global Conditions
• Set the Theater
• Synchronize Full Spectrum

Operational
• Operational Art
• Unified Action Across Global Responsibility
• 24-7 Prevention & Response

Tactical
• Battlefield Operations & Defense
• Service Delivery
• Tactical Maneuver
• Technical Expertise

JFHQ-DODIN is a command and control (C2) headquarters focused on synchronizing DODIN defensive operations.
JFHQ–DODIN Global Responsibility

Shared intelligence and operations 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for the **purpose of preventing and responding to threats and intrusions on the DODIN**, a federation of DoD components’ Area of Operations

**DACO**:

- Authority to issue orders and directives to all DoD components;
- Compelling unity of action

**Authorities LEGEND**

- [ ] Supporting/Supported
- [ ] OPCON - Operational Control
- [ ] TACON - Tactical Control
- [ ] DACO - Directive Authority For Cyberspace Operations

**Leverage Title 10 authorities to compel action globally across all DoD components’ defensive cyber forces**
Organizing for Sustained Joint Operations

Establish Operational Areas to Support Shared Understanding and Enable Unified Action
Secure-Operate-Defend the DODIN
JFHQ-DODIN, Combatant Commands & Services
50 Teams

Below the Surface

JFHQ-DODIN’s Global Responsibility for Defensive Cyber Operations – Internal Defensive Measures

DODIN Operations & DoD Components
- JFHQ-DODIN
- JFHQ-FWD
- DoD Components:
  - Service Cyber Components
  - Combatant Commands
  - DoD Agencies
  - Field Activities
  - OSD/JS

Other Cyber Defenders
- Cyber Security Service Providers
- Computer Emergency Response Teams
- Sensor Teams
- Red Teams
- Incident Response Teams
- Network Operations Centers
- DODIN Operations Teams
- Internet Access Points
- Organic Service Providers

Globally dispersed, diverse forces defending all DoD mission areas
Knowing: Self, Adversaries & What’s Important

ORGANIZE BATTLESPACE
Execute as Unified Joint Force
- Understand Friendly Force Posture & Capabilities
- Define Full Scope of each Area(s) of Operation
- Define Support Dependencies
- Conduct Iterative Commander’s Assessments

SELF-AWARENESS
Direct Actions for Joint Effects
- Self (Friendly Forces)
- Cyberspace Terrain Area(s) of Operation
- Know & Understand Adversarial Activities
- Cyberspace Terrain Health / Posture

“SUSTAINABLE” STATE

Focused Collaboration & Sharing for VELOCITY * PRECISION * AGILITY

UNCLASSIFIED
Organizing for Sustained Joint Operations — with Velocity, Precision & Agility

CCMDs Area of Operations (AO)
Combatant Command Constructed Networks

AFCYBER AO
USAF Enterprise Networks

ARYBER AO
USA Enterprise Networks

FLEETCYBER AO
USN Enterprise Networks

MARFORCYBER AO
USMC Enterprise Networks

CGCYBER AO
Coast Guard Enterprise Networks Per SECDEF & SECDHS Memorandum

Agencies AOs Agency Enterprise Networks

Joint Force Headquarters - DODIN

HORIZONTAL SHARING & SHARED UNDERSTANDING
rate us
visit us
follow us
take the 3-question survey available on the AFCEA 365 app

DISA Booth # 443

Facebook/USDISA
Twitter/USDISA
Questions